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BCO-DMO Background
- Established in 2006, through the merging of the two data management office's for 

the U.S. GLOBEC and JGOFS projects.

- The Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management Office 

(BCO-DMO) is funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) to provide 

data management services to NSF-funded projects in Biological and Chemical 

Oceanography and the Division of Polar Programs Antarctic Organisms and 

Ecosystems program at no cost to the investigators.

- We now manage data from over 1,000 projects from researchers (PIs) across the 

U.S. studying a wide variety of scientific domains.



Who are we?

BCO-DMO: Biological and Chemical Oceanography Data Management Office



To work with principal investigators to curate and serve data and information from 

research projects funded by the National Science Foundation's Biological and Chemical 

Oceanography Sections and the Division of Polar Programs Antarctic Organisms and 

Ecosystems program.

Mission



Data Management Philosophy / Strategy
- Keep the barriers to metadata/data submission low

- No prescribed metadata/data formats

- Preserve as much of the PI-supplied information as possible, including:

- parameter names

- parameter units

- specific parameter formatting

-



BCO-DMO supports data stewardship throughout the data 
lifecycle

● Provide guidance on data formatting and 

standards;

● Apply gross QC (e.g lat/lon error checking);

● Capture and record metadata;

● Make data and metadata available online 

(restricted or public access as appropriate);

● Ensure final archive of data in appropriate 

national data center;

● Provide Data Management Planning template;

● Assign dataset digital object identifiers (DOIs).



Data submission process



Making Data FAIR

Original article describing FAIR data principles: Wilkinson, M.D., et al. (2016) The FAIR Guiding Principles for 

scientific data management and stewardship. Scientific Data, 3, 160018, https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18

Article more specific to FAIR in our domain: Stall, S., et al. (2018), Advancing FAIR data in Earth, space, and 

environmental science, Eos, 99, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018EO109301

https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018EO109301


1. Building robust metadata

2. Aligning vocabularies

3. Creating machine actionable information (LOD)

4. Harmonizing data into common formats

among other activities...

Accomplishing FAIR alignment



Metadata



Current data serving system



Current data serving system



Current data serving system



Synthesis activities



How do we make it easier for scientists to use the data?

✓ Reduce time from data discovery to research.

✓ Provide the data in multiple file formats.

✓ Provide a coupled metadata+data product.

✓ Provide web accessible urls for automated data access.



ERDDAP!



What is ERDDAP? (simple)
● ERDDAP is a NOAA developed data server

● middle-man that facilitates open and accessible data download in a variety of 

formats applicable to various communities.

● Accepts a variety of file formats on the backend (ASCII text, netCDF, compressed 

files, image files, audio files, and others)

● Allows for data and metadata coupling and download

● Provides web accessible urls for advanced data download and subsetting via other 

software packages



Loading a dataset into ERDDAP

ERDDAP



BCO-DMO’s current deployment strategy
● Loading datasets that have a DOI

○ Translated to ASCII TSV files

○ Robust metadata record

○ Appropriately identified latitude, longitude, depth, and time variables (if applicable).

● Providing direct download links on the dataset metadata pages to commonly used 

data file formats within our community.

● Serving only the most recent version of the data



Our migration process
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Gotchas during development
● Legacy metadata

● Procedural changes in metadata development

● Identifying latitude, longitude, depth, and time variables

● Dealing with time variables

● Populating a netCDF like key value pair metadata structure with hierarchical 

metadata

○ projects, deployments, people, instruments, etc…

● ERDDAP’s trouble with large ASCII files (11GB)



Future
● Upgrade to ERDDAP v2.* 

○ Deals with ASCII files much more efficiently

○ Allows for data restriction using ORCiD and Google

○ Adds AWS S3 cloud capability

● Continue migrating our DOI’ed datasets via automated process

● Serve data via legacy service and ERDDAP side-by-side

● Migrate completely to ERDDAP for data serving

● Develop specialized access portals?



Additional Resources
● ERDDAP Bible: https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/download/setup.html

● ERDDAP Docker container: https://github.com/axiom-data-science/docker-erddap

● Quick ERDDAP deployment: https://github.com/ioos/erddap-gold-standard

● BCO-DMO Jupyter Notebooks: https://github.com/BCODMO/Data-Use-Examples/tree/master/jupyter

● 2017-08-31 ESIP Tech Dive: "ERDDAP lightning talks" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-ydBByYB0M&t=1564s

https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/download/setup.html
https://github.com/axiom-data-science/docker-erddap
https://github.com/ioos/erddap-gold-standard
https://github.com/BCODMO/Data-Use-Examples/tree/master/jupyter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-ydBByYB0M&t=1564s
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